all defined over C, such that there exists a point xEiV, (which is called
The principal symbol (which is defined later) on the conormal bundle of the origin is represented by the Fourier transeform of \f(x) \ s ,
So we have only to seek for the principal symbol on it. In the following sections we shall explain the calculation of the principal symbols on good Lagrangians and their relations. The details of the theory of prehomogeneous vector spaces can be found in [1] , [4] , [5] and [7] . § 2. Let (G, p, V) be an 7z-dimensional irreducible regular prehomgeneous vector space whose relative invariant is f(x) with a character X, and degree of f(x) is r. Then we can define another regular prehomogeneous vector space (G, p*, V*), where V* is the dual space of V and p* is the contragredient representation. We know that it has also only one relative invariant /* (y) with character ^~1. Let (GjJ, p, Vjj) and (G£,p*, V£) be real forms of (G, p, V) and (G, p*, V*), respectivei i ly. We put \_]Vi = V R -S and | \Vi* = VjH -*S* as decompositions into This theorem can be easily proved by the general theory of prehomogeneous vector space. The problem is how to obtain A (5 By using this theorem, we can calculate A (5). In this way, we have calculated many examples of Fourier transforms, and they can be found i n M> [3] , and [6] . And we can find more "generalized" formula of this theorem in [1] .
